
Shire of Denmark
A case study: Road reserves: management, bushfire 
mitigation and environmental protection



The background
Denmark has a population of 6500 residents, plus  
up to 25,000 summer tourists (vulnerable 
population)

49% of the Shire of Denmark is DBCA reserves, 
remaining 51% townsite, agriculture, and Shire 
reserves.

Denmark has 680km of rural road verges.

A survey in 2011 showed: 61% of verges in Denmark 
Shire are remnant native veg with high 
conservation value., and another 19% with med-
high, 20%with low conservation value (inc. weeds, 
or grass etc)

Preserving the native environment is a core 
value of most residents.

Agriculture and protection of fences are a key 
concern in pastoral areas



An overview of the verge issue:
 Denmark has frozen the majority of verge works

- clearing, verge burning etc

 Verge works are current undertaken by the MAF program, Shire Works 
department, and residents on the “no spray register”.

 Legal issues surrounding clearing permits for verges

 Most road verges are native vegetation

 And most have high or extreme fire risk

 Currently have verge issues sitting with Planning department (new verges), 
Sustainability (old verges), MAF Mitigation (fire prone verges) as well as 
Works department (Shire managed areas)

 An advisory report was commissioned in 2023 to investigate the legal issues,

 No clear answer



Conflicting values:
Clearing vs. Conservation 
vs. Mitigation

 Clearing of road verges as a “fire break” or fence protection in rural 
areas

 Clearing of road verges for “beautification” in urban areas

 Or to improve house value, increase driveway visibility, easy 
maintenance

vs. 

Environmentalists and Conservation

  Verges as wildlife corridors

 links between urban reserves

 remanent vegetation in otherwise cleared areas

 Wind breaks

BRMP plan identifies 

Mitigation- The MAF program (and the Shire works program) are limited 
and cannot cover all necessary annual works to meet the objectives in the 
BRMP



Working model
Roadside vegetation to be conserved where possible 
(currently 80% mapped as high value-medium conservation 
value)

 Bushfire mitigation assessment for high and extreme risk 
areas to form a management plan

-small areas can be mitigated by nearby residents

- Large areas can be done by community groups, or MAF -
What can resident do?

Verges without remanent vegetation -, or with low 
conservation values (usually previously cleared) to be 
managed by Planning and Sustainability department 



Verge-

Native – high quality low quality, non native, already modified

Step 1 Check  verge survey and quality and conservation

Step 2 Check Fire risk assessment

High fire risk Low fire risk
High quality 
vegetation, low 
fire risk.

Leave as is

Mitigation 
required
Assess for MAF 
funding
or make a plan to 

manage fuels

Step 2 Check Fire risk assessment

Is it a new subdivision See planning guidelinesYes

No

80% Denmark 
verges are 
native with 

medium-high 
conservation 

value

20% Denmark 
verges are low 

quality or 
modified

Mitigation required

Is it on the no spray register?

yesno

Residents to 
maintain verge as per 
no spray policy and or 
planning guidelines. 
Revegetation

Fire Risk Management plans can 
include MOUs with local groups, 
MAF funded contractors, Shire 
works

Shire to spray as 
needed,
Request assessed to see 
if it modifies fire risk and 
retains remaining native 
veg.

High fire risk

Low fire risk



Ongoing questions:
1. Can residents do work on Shire land (verges)? - is urban verges lower risk then rural verges?

2. Who can do mitigation works, and what is covered by schedule 6 EPA exemptions? Can residents 
assist?

3. Given there's 650km of rural roads: How much of these mitigation works can the MAF program 
and the Shire works program do?

Solutions where EPA exemptions are in place:
EPA regulation 5s3– can cover verge burning. Shire is looking at verge burns by brigades ONLY, not 
residents
BFA Section 33 - the Shire can issue a section 33 notice to itself in relation to land it is responsible for 
managing.
BFA Section 36(b), Local government may “expend moneys in connection with control and extinguishment of bush fires A local 
government may, notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any other Act; (b) clear a street, road or reserve vested in it 
or under its control, of bush, and other inflammable material, for the purpose of preventing the occurrence or spread of a fire;\



Summary
 80% of the Shire of Denmark’s verges are high-

medium conservation value.

We are committed to maintain the native vegetation 
and meeting our obligations with mitigation.

 Mitigation of verges needs to fit into the EPA
exemptions

 The Shire is in the process of how to legally 
structure mitigation works and verge policy.

 Verge procedure will need to include residents,  
the Shire, MAF programs and fire brigades

 If you have any solutions we’d love to hear them!
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